Private 17487 Harry Oakley
8th Battalion East Lancashire Regiment

The Oakley family lived and worked in the Heath Town area near Wolverhampton, having moved
there from Sedgley in Staffordshire via short stays in Moxley and West Bromwich. In 1891 they were
living in 22 Frederick Street, where the head of the house, James Henry Oakley (b.1858) was working
as an engineer/engine driver in the nearby works. They had eleven children, but only six survived
childhood; Hannah (b.1880), Eliza (b.1882), Ada (b.1887), Annie (b.1888), Joseph (b.1890), Harry
(b.1893).

Both maps c. 1900/1905 when the Oakleys were living there.

The whole area has been completed demolished and replaced with modern development. This includes
Frederick Street and the engineering works as shown above (Map of 1905 and modern satellite image).

1891 Census

1901 Census

1911 Census

Sometime between 1901 and 1911 the Oakley family moved to Ellesmere Port. This was a growing
town with engineering jobs available especially, and hundreds migrated from Wolverhampton after the
ironworks relocated in the Port, becoming the Merseyside Iron Works. The adjacent factory,
Burnell’s, had been there since the late 1800s.
The Oakley family moved into the new housing in 41 Dudley Street in the town, where even the streets
were named after areas around Wolverhampton. James and his sons, meanwhile, all found work in the
Iron Works.

By 1911, the children were grown up, and only Harry and Joseph remained at home in Dudley Road.
In early 1915, Harry married Beatrice Elwell (born 15 July 1894) who lived in nearby 13 Oak Street.
(Both families were from the same area near Wolverhampton and probably knew each other before the
move to Ellesmere Port). Their daughter Dorothy Oakley was born on 16 September 1914.
The First World War had already commenced by this stage, and Private 17487 Harry Oakley had
enlisted with the 8th Battalion East Lancashire Regiment After training at Codford they spent the
winter in billets in Bournemouth from November 1914, when they became Divisional Troops with
25th Division. In March 1915 they transferred to the newly formed 112th Brigade, 37th Division at
Ludgershall and proceeded to Boulogne, France on 1 August 1915, concentrating near Tilques. They
went into action in The Battle of the Ancre in late 1916 and in 1917 they fought in The First Battle of
the Scarpe, including the capture of Monchy-le-Preux, The Second Battle of the Scarpe and The Battle
of Arleux.

Battle of Arleux (28–29 April 1917)
The principal objective of the attack was the need to sustain a supporting action tying down German
reserves to assist the French offensive against the plateau north of the Aisne traversed by the Chemin
des Dames.
At 04:25 on 28 April, British and Canadian troops launched the main attack on a front of about 8 miles
north of Monchy-le-Preux. The battle continued for most of 28 and 29 April, with the Germans
delivering determined counter-attacks. The British positions at Gavrelle were attacked seven times
with strong forces and on each occasion the German thrust was repulsed with great loss by the 63rd
Division. The village of Arleux-en-Gohelle was captured by the 1st Canadian Division after hand-tohand fighting and the 2nd Division, made further progress in the neighbourhood of Oppy, Greenland
Hill (37th Division) and between Monchy-le-Preux and the Scarpe (12th Division).
It was during this battle that Harry was killed in action on 28 April 1917. His body was never found, and
he is recorded on the Bay 6 panel on the Arras Memorial, France.

British 18-pounder battery under German fire close to Monchy-le-Preux, 24 April.
In the foreground is an advanced dressing station

Private Harry Oakley’s pension card and record

Private Harry Oakley’s medal card and service medals awarded
(1915 Star / British Medal / Victory Medal)

ARRAS WAR MEMORIAL

Bay 6, Arras Memorial, visited 2013

Merseyside Iron Works and Burnell’s Iron Works,
either side of the railway, Ellesmere Port
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Driver 851312 Joseph Oakley
Royal Field Artillery
In 1911, Joseph Oakley was still living in the family
home in Dudley Road. By then aged 21 (born 16 Feb
1890), he was working as an ironworker with his
father and brother Harry in the local Black Steel Mills.
On 8 December 1915, he had heeded the call of the
WW1 Derby Scheme and registered at Ellesmere Port
for the Army Reserve. The family by now had moved
a few streets away to 92 Oakfield Road (pictured). On
28 April 1916, he was finally called up and enlisted as
a Driver in the Royal Field Artillery. Joseph was now
almost 26, and at 5’4”, he was just over the original
height limit of 5’3”, which was dispensed with just
after the start of the war with the introduction of the
bantam’s regiments.
There now followed a period of intensive training, after which he was despatched to Southampton on
22 October 1916 for embarkation for France, docking in Le Havre the following day.
He was posted to C Battery, 242 Brigade, 48th Divisional Ammunition Column, Royal Field Artillery,
who were already in France, having arrived in March 1915 and concentrated near Cassel. In 1916,
They were in action in the Battle of the Somme, suffering heavy casualties on 1 July in assaulting the
Quadrilateral (Heidenkopf). They were also in action at The Battle of Bazentin Ridge, capturing
Ovillers, The Battle of Pozieres Ridge, The Battle of the Ancre Heights and The Battle of the Ancre.
By the time Joseph Oakley joined them, it was in the dying weeks of the Somme in Winter 1916. In
1917 the Division occupied Peronne during The German Retreat to the Hindenburg Line and were in
action in the Third Battles of Ypres.
On 4 August 1917, Joseph was deprived of seven days’ pay for ‘not complying with an order on 22
July 1917’. Nothing more is known about the incident, and no further misdemeanours are recorded.
On the 21 November 1917, there was a major relocation when the 48th Divisional Ammunition
Column entrained for Italy, where in 1918 they were involved in The fighting on the Asiago Plateau
and The Battle of the Vittoria Veneto in the Val d'Assa area.
While in Italy, Joseph endured bouts of sickness, initially being admitted to base hospital on 11 March
1918. By 30 May 1918 he was well enough to return to his unit. However, this was short lived and he
became so unwell that he was moved from the camp field hospital to No.38 Stationary Hospital in
Genoa, where he was found to be suffering from Influenza. This may have been the more serious strain
of the so-called ‘Spanish Flu’ that was taking so many lives. His stay was relatively short and he was
returned to camp on 13 July 1918. However, it must have been clear that he was still unfit for duty as
on the following day he was given fifteen days leave to the UK. After a period of recuperation at
home, Joseph was back in Italy again on 28 July.
By the time of the Armistice, the Division had withdrawn and was at Granezza. Demobilisation began
in early 1919. No doubt desperate to get home, Joseph was finally invalided out four months after the
end of the war, following a medical examination on 26 March 1919. He was discharged the following
week on 3 April 1919. He had his advance of £2 in his pocket and a certificate of identity, instructing
him his uniform was not to be worn again after 28 days had elapsed. There was no doubt he would be
glad to get out of it and back into civvies.

Sadly, within months of returning home, Joseph’s father James passed away in 1920, leaving just
Joseph and his mother Eliza at home in Oldfield Road. Although this time too would be short-lived, as
also in 1920, Joseph was married, to Alice Roberts of 22 Westminster Road, the daughter of John
Roberts a dock labourer. They set up home in Sunnyside, an isolated row of terraces near the ship
canal. Their son, Henry Oakley, was born on 28 June 1921. Unfortunately, the marriage ended in
divorce, by which time Joseph, his mother Eliza and son Henry, were living in ‘Silverdale’, 14
Westminster Grove, closer to the port.
Henry ‘Harry’ Oakley
married Edith Ellen
Scattergood (b.1 August
1924) in March 1947 and
had two children, Alison
born in 1948 and John.
Alison married Charles
Ellis in 1970 and moved to
Wales.
Edith Oakley passed away
in 1987 in Ellesmere Port
at the age of 63, and Harry
on 1 November 1980 aged
fifty-nine.
Joseph Oakley, meanwhile, had passed away in 1974 aged eighty-three.

In 2021, Alison remembered her time in Ellesmere Port and of the grandfather she loved dearly,
My grandfather Joseph Oakley fought in the great war as a mule driver, he worked in Burnell’s
Iron Mills and I know he lost two brothers in the war. He moved to the Port from
Wolverhampton before the war. I was born in Westminster Grove in 1948 and can remember
it was tree lined and cobbled, very lovely, and still lit by gas lamps. I went to school at the
Church School, which was then attached next to the Church itself. There was no bridge over
the railway, just gates across for traffic. There were two cinemas The Hippodrome and the one
further up, I think it was called the Queens. I went to Brownies at the Institute and dancing
classes at the Central Hall. I can remember the Conservative Club as a tin shack which my
mum called the glue pot because my grandad was always stuck in there. I left the Port to get
married in 1970 and moved to Wales I wish I knew more about my grandad, I loved him very
dearly.

………………………..
Postscript

Alison has stated that her grandfather spoke of losing two brothers
in the war, not just Harry. There is another Oakley on the war
memorial, who also moved to the Port from Wolverhampton, but he
appears not to be related.
Joseph’s parents, James and Eliza, noted on their census of 1911
that they had eleven children, but by that date five had passed
away. The five are thought to be Joseph (b.1878), Alice (b.1887),
and two unidentified infants. This only leaves James (b.1886)
unaccounted for. A James Oakley died in 1907 in Wolverhampton.
The family may have moved to the Port after he passed away. Or
did he in fact survive, stay behind in Wolverhampton where he was
possibly already working, join up in WW1 and lose his life?
Numerous leads have already been followed without successful
identification.
Research continues, but if anyone has further information it would
be gratefully received so we can set the record straight.
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